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In part 1 of thispaper,first and secondorder analysisof uncertaintyis appliedto numericalmodelsof
groundwaterflow. The modelsare castin state-space
form, with boundaryconditionsand inputsthat are
functionallydependent,but statisticallyindependent,of time. Using a compactmatrix calculusnotation,
first and secondorder Taylor seriesexpansionsof the model equationsare derived and usedto estimate
the mean and variance-covariance
propertiesof piezometrichead predictions,given correspondingstatistics for aquifer parameters:material properties,initial conditions,boundaryconditions,and inputs. The
mathematicalresultsdemonstratethat the prediction uncertaintyis a function of the magnitude of the
parameteruncertainty,and sensitivityof the predictionsto the parameters.Furthermore,the first order
estimateof the piezometrichead is identicalto the dete/'ministicresult.Part 2 of this paper,to be presentedlater, will illustratetheseand other resultsthroughnumerousapplicationsof the methodology.

INTRODUCTION

A basicobjectiveof the studyof groundwaterhydrologyis
the prediction of aquifer behavior under natural or stressed
conditions.Aquifer behaviordependson the spatial and temporal variability of aquifer propertiesand other parameters,
such as boundary values and the strength and location of
sourcesand sinks.This parametervariability can, in theory,
be describedin terms of a recognized,deterministic distributed field of the parametersin time and space,or in terms of
the field statistics.The ability to predict aquifer behavior depends on our knowledge of the variability. That is, do we
know the true parameter field? Do we know the statisticsof
the field? Or do we estimate

each from

a few observations?

The presenceof this variability, coupledwith incompleteinformation about its description,leadsto a descriptionof aquifer behaviorin probabilisticterms.This paper describesa general probabilistic approach for the numerical solutions of
groundwaterflow problems.The method employed, first and
secondorder analysis,is used to treat systemswith spatially
distributed and varying properties, complicated initial or
boundary conditions,and complicatedone-, two-, and threedimensionalflowsin boundeddomains.Temporal probabilistic variations

are not covered.

Part 1 of this paper, presentedhere, includesa discussionof
the nature and sourcesof uncertaintyencounteredin groundwater flow models,with particular attention given to numerical models,and a descriptionof techniquesavailable for use
in the analysisof the effectsof parameter uncertainty on
piezometrichead predictions.A brief review of first and second order analysisfor the scalarcasefollows.Finally, the extensionof theseanalysesto a generalform of numerical models is presented,with details of the analysisavailable in three
appendices.
Part 2 of this paper, to be presentedlater, containsa series
of numericalexamplesillustratingthe effectsof parameteruncertainty (material properties,boundary conditions,and iniI Currentlywith CDM-Water Resources
Engineers,
WalnutCreek,
California.
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UNCERTAINTY

CONCEPTS IN GROUNDWATER

SYSTEMS

Uncertainty in groundwater systemsmay be divided into
two classes:intrinsicuncertaintyand information uncertainty.
The first classderives from the variability of certain natural
propertiesor processesand is an irreducibleuncertainty inherent to the system.The secondclassis the resultof 'noisy' or
incompleteinformationabout the systemand may be reduced
by variousstrategies,notably further measurementsand analysis.
The spatial and temporal variation of parameters,such as
the rechargerate, and spatialvariability of properties,suchas
hydraulic conductivity,are extremelycomplicatedand in general defy exactdescription.For example,the relativelysimple
or large scalespatialchangesof properties,suchas the change
of hydraulic conductivitybetweengeologicalunits, can be included in deterministic descriptions.However, smaller scale
spatialfluctuationsare superimposedon the large 'deterministic' scale variation. The small scale fluctuations, in turn, con-

tain even smaller scale fluctuationsand so on until the property itself ceasesto have meaning. Since there is reason to
believe that this local variability will affect aquifer behavior,
severalauthorshave developedmethodsto include it in aquifer analysis.The general approach [see, e.g., Freeze, 1975;
Bakr et al., 1978;Sagar, 1978;Dagan, 1979;Smith and Freeze,
1979] has been to characterizethe variations as spatial stochasticprocesses
or phenomena.Acknowledgingthe fact that
this variability is highly complex and Ëreducible, these techniques do not attempt to manipulate the actual variation of
properties;insteadthey attemptto preservethe spatialstatistical propertiesof the variation. This approachprovidesa probabilistic descriptionof the magnitude, spatial extent and nature of the effects that the possible range of property

variationscan have on aquifer behavior,particularlypiezometric head. Hence these stochasticproperty variations are
describedas a form of intrinsic uncertainty.
Information uncertainty representsthe lack, in quantity or

quality, of information concerningthe aquifer system.Estimates of various propertiesor descriptiveparametersof the
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tial conditions)on predictionsof heads for one- and two-dimensionalaquifer flows.
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systemwill generally contain many inaccuracies,both small
and large. These errors arise from a number of sources,such
as noisy or scarcemeasurements,and may be statisticalor
conceptualin nature. Thus information uncertainty involves
errors or the possible range of errors in an analysis of a
groundwater system, in contrast to intrinsic uncertainty,
which is a conceptdescribingthe intrinsic variability of aquifer parameters.Another distinctionbetweenthe two forms of
uncertaintyis that information uncertaintyis generallyreducible through measurementswhile intrinsic uncertainty is a
physical variability undiminished by observations.Finally,
the term information uncertainty can refer to our estimateof
the true parameter field, or it can refer to our estimateof the
statisticsof the spatial stochasticprocess.To date, all analyses
of groundwaterflow as a spatial stochasticphenomenonhave
assumedperfect knowledgeof thesestatistics[see,e.g., Freeze,
1975; Bakr et al., 1978; Dagan, 1979; Smith and Freeze, 1979].
This paper makes the same assumption,realizing that it can
be relaxed at a later time. Thus, below, consider that informa-

tion uncertainty refers to knowledge of the true parameter
field and not to its statistics.There is only one true field, but it
is unknown. A probabalistic descriptionof it is required.
Intrinsic uncertainty or variability, by its very nature, is independentof information uncertainty,but not the reverse!Information uncertainty, and our knowledgeof the true parameter field, depend on the description of intrinsic variability.
This descriptioncan be used to decreaseinformation uncertainty by, for example, permitting qualified inferencesbetween widespreadmeasurements.
As an illustration of the relationship between intrinsic and
information uncertainty consider an n dimensional aquifer
with hydraulic property, K, distributedin space.Supposethat
this property has a known homogeneous,isotropic,two-pa-
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estimation of the property K, as described by Delhomme
[1978]. In Kriging the true field is called a regionalizedvariable and there are two characteristicuncertainties,one represented by the variogram and one by the estimation variance.
The variogramdescribesthe random componentof the spatial
variability of the property K and is an irreducible descriptor
of the system.The Kriging processmust take this spatialvariability into accountin order to properly synthesizethe available data into a map of the property. The estimationvariance,
on the other hand, is a statisticalmeasureof the accuracyof
the Kriging process.in regionswhere sufficientdata about K
are available, the Kriging processcan achieve good results
and thereforeyields a small estimationvariance;where little
information is available, the variance may be large. In this illustration, the variogram representsthe intrinsic uncertainty
in the system,while the estimation variance is an expression
of information uncertainty.
Intrinsic uncertaintyand information uncertaintyplay different rolesin the prediction of aquifer behavior. Studyingthe
effect of the spatial variability of property K on piezometric
head h leads Bakr et al. [1978] to interpret the predictedmean
head as a trend, about which there are small scalespatialfluctuationsof head describedstatisticallyby the head covariance
structure.In other words, the spatial stochasticprocessK begetsa spatialstochasticprocessh. A 'degreeof believer' would
interpret the resultsdifferently. Given that Var [K] represents
information uncertainty as to the estimateof the actual distribution of K, he would interpret the predicted mean head as
the best estimate of the actual distribution of h, and the calcu-

lated covariancewould be a measureof the uncertaintyof the
estimate.This second,information uncertainty,interpretation
clearly allowsthe incorporationof sampleddata, either utilizing the underlying spatial stochastic process [Delhomme,
rameterstatisticaldescription,
with mean•' and covariance 1979], or ignoring it [Wilson et aL, 1978].
Cov (r), where r is the distancebetweenany two points.This
Given that there is significant information uncertainty in
descriptionhas two interpretations.First it representsthe spa- natural aquifer systems,and given that the stochasticdescriptial stochasticprocessfrom which the true field K is drawn, tion of intrinsic uncertainty is incorporated and used profitwhich is one of many possiblerealizationsof K, at leastin the- ably in an analysisof information uncertaintyon aquifer beory. Heretrend•' and Cov (r) represent
the spatialstructure havior, it seemsthat the 'degree of belief interpretation of
of K. In thesecond
interpretation
•' is an estimate
for thetrue predictionsis the more practical. Besides,once this approach
field K, and Var [K] =Cov (0), called the estimationvariance, is selected,questionsconcerningthe ergodicityof the stochasrepresentsthe confidenceor 'degreeof belief in that estimate. tic spatial processes[see,e.g., Bakr et aL, 1978; Dagan, 1979],
These two interpretations span both the concept of intrinsic become lessrelevant, as the degree of believc•'explicitly recuncertainty, through the idea of a stochasticprocess,and in- ognizes that there is only one realization of the stochastic
formation uncertainty, through the Bayesianconceptof de- process,which he is trying to estimate.
greeof belief [see,e.g., Ramsey,1950;Savage,1972;de Finetti,
The proceduresdescribed in this paper and illustrated in
1974] in the estimateof the true field.
part 2, however,can be viewed with either interpretation,both
Now let m point samplesof K be taken in the field, with of which deal with parameter uncertainty.
zero sampling error. Then the exact value of K is known at
UNCERTAINTY
IN NUMERICAL
MODELS
these m points and, becauseof the spatial correlation structure, these samplesalso provide some information about the
Above we have presenteda discussionof parameter uncervalue of K nearby. A new estimate of the K field can be de- tainty, uncertainty due to the variability of parameters and
rived, with reducedinformation uncertaintyas indicatedby a our knowledge of the variability. Parametershave been delower estimation variance. Additional measurements of K, or
fined to include aquifer properties,boundary values,source/
even other parameterscorrelatedor functionally related to K, sink strength,and initial conditions.There is another source
will lead to an even better identification of the K field (i.e., of uncertainty due to the appropriatenessof our model of
even lessinformation uncertainty). The basic statisticalprop- aquifer behavior. The model is an abstract descriptionof the
ertiesof the K spatial processis unaltered through all this, and aquifer systemsynthesizedfrom available data and information. This abstraction includes a general descriptionof the
in fact will often be used to aid in this procedure.
This illustration argues that although the information un- governingequations,the position and nature of the boundary
certainty on the true K field is reduced by sampling, the in- conditions, the form of the initial conditions and location of
trinsic uncertainty of the spatial stochasticprocessis irreduc- sources/sinksto the system,questionsof aquifer homogeneity,
ible. A particular example is the application of Kriging to the isotropy, etc. This abstraction is called a conceptual model
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and is ideally a mathematicallyor intuitively manageabledescriptionof the system.In mostpracticalproblemsthis model
is solved numerically by discretizingthe aquifer domain in
time and space.As a result of this discretizationa numerical
modelprovidesonly an approximatesolutionof a conceptualization of the aquifer situation.More importantly the conceptual model itself may be faulty. All of thesesourcesof information uncertainty about the model are termed model error.
Often inaccuraciesresultingfrom model error are attributed
to other sources,in particular parameter uncertainty, so that
conceptual and other model errors are difficult to isolate,
much lessquantify.
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uncertaintyfor aquifer pump tests.More widely applicable is
the Monte Carlo method, which employs numerous replications of flow system simulations, with the parameters and
inputsof each simulationgeneratedat random from their respectiveprobability distributions.The resultsof the simulations are compiled to form estimatesof the probability distribution of the aquifer flow or piezometricheads.This method
is readily automated and can be applied to analytically complicated distributed parameter systems.A disadvantage of
Monte

Carlo

simulation

is that the results are never

in the

closedanalytical form that a derived distributionstudy strives
for and therefore resultsare not readily transferableto a new
There are some sources of model error due to the numerical
situation. Monte Carlo simulations have been applied to the
discretizationthat can be accountedfor immediately, and thus investigation of the effects of spatial variability of physical
in flow through porousmedia by severalauthors,
eliminated. One of these is the effect of the spatial dis- propennies
cretization on the underlying statisticsof spatial stochastic including Warren and Price [ 1961], Freeze [ 1975], and Smith
processes.
For finite differenceand finite elementmodelswith and Freeze[1979]. More will be saidof Freeze'swork in a later
constantmaterial propennies
within a cell or an element, con- discussionof the strengthsand limitations of first order analytinuous aquifer propennies
of the actual domain are spatially sis.
It is often difficult to obtain the probability distributions
integratedover cells or elementsof the discretizeddomain.
Thus the probabalisticdescriptionof the spatial processmust that are input to a full distributionanalysis,and only slightly
also be integrated.Smith and Freeze [1979] and others have easier to estimate their moments. Thus the results obtained,
failed to recognizethis imponnantfeature, which resultsin a which dependon the exactdistributionselected,can be decepreduction of the variance of the spatially averagedproperty tive. They may reveal nothing more than an analysis conand an increaseof its correlationlength. Pann2 will document ductedusingonly the first two moments.In fact the resultsof
and illustrate this variance-covariance
reduction due to the
full distributional studiesare often presentedonly in terms of
discretization.By properly accountingfor this and other ef- these moments [see Sagar and Kisiel, 1972; Freeze, 1975;
fects of the discretization,model error can be thought of as Eagleson,1978].
The assumptionunderlying the first and secondmoment
primarily a descriptionof the effectsof a faulty conceptual
model.
methodsis that the imponnantinformation about the random
The remainder of this paper is concernedwith methods to variables (or functions) of interest can be summarizedwith
assessthe quality of numerical predictionsunder parameter the mean representingthe central or expectedtendencyof the
representuncertainty, due to intrinsic variability and/or information variable (or function), and the variance-covariance
ing the amount of scatteringor variation around the mean.
uncertainty.The role of conceptualmodel error w'dlbe left for
future research eftonns.
Unlessthe third moment (skewhess)or highermomentsof the
variable are relatively large, they are generallyof little interest
in application. An example of a function fulfilling this asTECHNIQUES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTY

sumptionis one which is normallydistributed.Sucha func-

tion has zero skewhessand other higher moments of odd order, and all even order moments can be calculated from the
variance[Benjaminand Cornell, 1970].Within the framework
of secondmoment methods it is, of course,impossibleto test
the assumptionthat the mean and variance-covariancefully
describea function. Thus other methods,in particular full distribution methods, should be used when possibleto check it.
putsand parametersof a flow systemand attemptto specify For example, in his paper on Monte Carlo simulation of
completelythe probability distributionof the resultingflow. steady state one-dimensional flow through uncorrelated

A variety of proceduresare available to treat the effectsof
uncertainty on groundwater flow. Some of these are more
suitedto the complexity and dimensionof numerical models.
The variousapproachescan be divided into two main groups:
full distributionanalysesand first and secondmoment analyses.Full distributionmethodsbegin with a completespecification of the probabilisticpropennies
of all nondeterministicin-

First and second moment
moments

of a random

methods assume that the first two

variable

or function

are sufficient

to

porousblocks,Freeze[1975] assumedthat the logarithmof
hydraulicconductivitywas normally distributed.Using this

characterizeit. On the basisof this assumption,they consider
only the mean and variance-covarianceof the piezometric

model he studied the secondmoment propenniesof the piezometric headsalong the flow line, finding, among other things,

heads and/or flow rates.

that only a portionof the headspassstatistica•
testsof nor-

The two most imponnantfull distributiontechniquesare the
method of derived distributions

and Monte

Carlo simulation.

The derived distributions approach is an analytical method
for deriving the probability distributionof a random function
given the distributionsof its independentvariables[Benjamin
and Cornell, 1970]. The analysisbecomesprohibitively complicated unless applied to simple systemswith relatively
simpleprobabilisticpropennies.
An example of a derived distribution analysisis Eagleson's[1978] recent evaluation of infiltration due to stochasticprecipitationevents(temporal variability), or Sagar and Kisiel's[1972]examinationof parameter

malcy. Freeze'sFigure 4 suggests
that truncationof the setof
possiblevaluesthat the headcan assumenear the boundaries
results in highly skewed head probability distributionsin
thoseareas.His Figure 6, on the other hand, indicatesthat for
coefficientof variation of log K lessthan or equal to 0.25, the

predictedheadsare in fact approximatelynormally distributed over mostof the lengthof flow. Thesetwo resultssuggest
that secondmoment methods may be appropriate when ap-

plied to (1) systemswith secondmomentinputsand parameters with relatively small variance,and (2) regionsof the flow
domain in which the truncatingeffectsof boundary conditions
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are not too important. An exampleof the secondcaseis a system with uncertain boundary conditions.
First and second moment methods can be applied in a
numberof ways:perturbationand/or Taylor seriesexpansion.
In perturbationanalyses,the partial differentialequation governing the piezometricheadsis perturbedslightly,yielding a
new equationwhich governsthe random or fluctuatingcomponentof the piezometricsurface.Analysesbasedon Taylor
seriesexpansions,
on the otherhand,generallyexpandanalytical or numerical solutionsof the piezometrichead or flow
governingequation around the expectedvaluesof the solution's parametersand independentvariables.Theseseriesexpansionsmay then be used to deducethe probabilisticmoments of the piezometric heads. The perturbation approach
has been used in both the space[Tang and Pinder, 1977] and
wave number [Bakr et al., 1978; Gutjahr et al., 1978] domains
to attackthe problemof spatialvariability. The latter manipulates Fourier-Stieltjesintegral representationsof the probabilistic momentsof the logarithm of hydraulic conductivityand
flow equation,while the former dealswith a morefamiliar descriptionof groundwaterflow as a functionof spaceand time.
Analysisin the wave numberdomainhasproducedanalytical
descriptionsof the second moment properties of heads in
one-, two-, and three-dimensionalflows [Bakr et al., 1978].
These results statistically describe flow in aquifers whose
propertiesare continuouslyvariable,rather than aquiferswith
propertiesthat vary in discreteblocksor aquifersdescribedby
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basedon its first order Taylor seriesexpansion.Secondorder
analysiswill refer to analysisof the mean basedon a second
order Taylor seriesexpansionwith the concurrentanalysisof
the variance-covariance

still restricted to use of the first order

seriesexpansion.Defined in this way, the mean derived in
first and secondorder analysesmay be different;the variancecovariance

will not.

First order analysisof the momentsof a randomfunctionis
a simpleway of estimatingits probabilisticproperties.Let f be
a genericfunction of somerandom variable x. The function is
expandedin a Taylor seriesabout the expectedvalue of its independentvariable,
I

1

f(x)= f(•)q-f<l>(x
- •) q-•- f<'•>(x
- •)'•q-•- ft3•(X
--9•)3
_[_
.o.
(1)

with fooequalto the kth derivativeof f with respectto x, evaluated at :•, the expectedvalue of x. Secondand higher order
terms,i.e., termsmultiplied by the factor (x - :•)•',k _>2, are
neglectedas being small comparedto the first two terms.With
thesetermsneglected,the mean or expectedvalue of f is calculated

to be

E[f]= • !_E[f(.•)q-f<l•(x- •)]

(2)

with !_ denoting
equals,to a firstorderapproximation.
E[f]

denotesthe expectedvalueof f. The expectedvalueis a linear
lumped parameters.This continuousdescriptionis certainly operation so that E[a + b] = E[a] + E[b] and E[cb] = cE[b],

the most realisticand is the main advantageof the wave number domain approachover any other. However, sinceboundary conditionsimply a nonstationarityof the random fields
describingthe flow systemwhich has not been dealt with using current techniques,most boundary conditionscannot be

adequatelyincorporatedinto the analysis.Analysesin the
wave number domain producevery satisfyingresults,but are
limited to flowsof infinite extent where piezometricheadsare
sought. The time-space domain perturbation approach of
Tang and Pinder [1978], on the other hand, usesa numerical
model to deal with boundary value problems.Despite difficultiesin their analysis[seeGelharet al., 1979]their approach
is equivalent to the Taylor seriesapproach suggestedin this
paper;that is to say,a first order perturbationanalysisshould
yield the sameinformation as a Taylor seriesanalysisof the
same order.

where c is a constant and a and b are two random

variables.

Using thesepropertiesof the expectedvalue,

ff !__
f (•) q.f<'>E[x
- :•]-- f (:•)q-f<l)[E(x)
-- •]

_f(:•)

(3)

sinceE[x] = :• by definition.The secondmomentof f can be
estimated

to first order also. The second moment

most often

usedin studyingrandomfunctionsis the covariance,or, in the
caseof a scalarfunction such as f, the variance which is de-

finedtobeE[(f -/)2] ___
o•2.Thevariance
isthesecond
moment aroundthe mean value. Using the first order seriesfor f,
the variance

is

o/2• E[{f(:•)q-f{'>(x
- :•)- f} 21
• E[{f(.•)q-f{!)(X-- .•) -- f(.•)}2]

First and secondmoment methodsbasedon Taylor series
!_E[{f(!)(X-- .•)}2]= [f{!q2E[(x
_ •)2] = (f(!,)2Ox2 (4)
expansionshavebeenemployedby a numberof authors.CorA secondorderanalysisof the mean of f is carriedout analnell [1972] presentedapplicationsof the approachto a wide
ogouslyusing a secondorder seriesexpansionfor the funcvariety of simple hydrologic and water resourcesproblems tion:
and suggestedmuch wider application. Wilsonand Dettinger
1
[1980]presenta number of simpleanalyticalexamplesspecific
to groundwaterflow applications.A finite elementmodel of
f(x)2_
f(•)q-f(')(x
- •) q-•- f(2)(x
- •)2
(5)
flow in a confinedaquifer was analyzedby Sagar [1978] using
equals,to a secondorderapproximation.
this approachwith a simple one-dimensionalflow example. with & denoting
The method of analysisusedin his presentationis the sameas Taking the expectedvalue yieldsthe secondorder approximathat usedin this paper;however,in this paperthe analysiswill tion of the mean:
be applied to a much broader class of numerical models,
1
which also happensto include the finite element model describedby Sagar.

g[f]=jr2_
f(•)q-f(l)g[(
x_R)]+ T f(2)El(x
- •)2]

REVIEW

OF FIRST

AND

SECOND

ORDER

ANALYSIS

In this paper the terms first and secondorder analysisare
often used.First order analysiswill be definedto be the analysis of the mean and variance-covariance

of a random function

1

= f(•)q-•- f<2>Ox•

(6)

This estimate of the mean is more accurate than the first or-

der estimate,usinginformation about the expectedvalue and
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where K is the hydraulic conductivity and h is piezometric

variability 9f x. The secondorder estimateof the mean, then,
is actually the expectedvalue of f conditionalon the mean

head. For three-dimensional, transient flow in a deformable

and variance

medium, an appropriate expressionis [Bear, 1972]

of x.

Theseresultsare generalizedto the casewheref and x are
vectorsin the next sectionof this paper, when describingnumerical

First and secondorder analyses,in general,can only properly be applied to nonlinearsystemsin which the coefficients
of variation are a small fraction of one. These analyses,includingthe onespresentedin this paper, are basedon the expected values of truncated Taylor seriesexpansions.If the
truncationerror is to be small, then the higher order terms in
the expansionsmust be negligible;either the higher order derivatives or the higher moments of the variables must be
small.Cornell[1972]hassuggested
that for coefficientsof variation V •< 0.2, the analysismethodis applicableto moderately
nonlinear systems.This restrictionis, of course,in agreement
with the limitation of secondmoment analysesto systemswith
moderate

to small variances discussed earlier in connection

with Freeze's work.

In this paper the methodsof first and secondorder analysis
will be applied to numericalmodelsof groundwaterflow. Because of their complexity, neither derived distributions nor
wave number domain analysesare suitedfor use in analyzing
numerical models or aquifer conditionsin which numerical
methodsare warranted. Monte Carlo experimentsmay also be
limited in casesrequiring complicated numerical solutions.
The numerous simulations required by Monte Carlo techniquescan lead to an enormouscomputationalburden when
the aquifer requiresdetailed modeling and has complicated
boundary conditions,heterogeneousparameters,and/or twoand three-dimensionalflow. This computational burden will
generallyplace seriouslimitations,raisedboth by economics
and expediency, on the accuracy with which estimates of
probabilisticparameterscan be obtained, since the accuracy
of Monte Carlo experimentsis an increasingfunction of the
number

Oh

So•- = V. [KVn]

models of flow.

of simulations

carried

out. Because of these limita-

tions on the use of other.methodsof anlaysis,first and second
order analysesof numerical models are a natural choice and
can generallybe made with an accuracyconsistentwith the
accuracyof the numerical model itself.
MATHEMATICAL

DEVELOPMENT

In this section,a first and secondorder analysisof a classof
numerical models of flow in porousmedia is presented.Becausethese numerical models are based on discretegrids, the
solution obtained at each time step may be conceivedof as

vectorof piezometricheads,and the numericalmodelscan be
manipulatedin the form of matrix equations.Upon expansion
of theseequationsin a Taylor series,predictionsof the first
and secondmomentsof the piezometrichead can be obtained
throughfirst order analysis.Predictionof the first moment can
be further refined using secondorder analysis.
The State-SpaceEquation

The flow of water in a saturated porous medium is described by a differential equation incorporating both mass
conservationand dynamic (Darcy's law) principles. For example, one-dimensionalsteadyflow is describedby

where K is the hydraulic conductivitytensorand Sois specific
storage.Many aquifersare commonly modeled with the twodimensional,essentiallyhorizontal flow, 'hydraulic' equation
[Bear, 1972]:

son0ITxxOh
I 0[ O•hyh
I 0I O•yy
1
+•

• +•Qi8(x- xi)• • - Yi)

(9)

where T•, Tyy,T•y, and Ty• are components
of the second
rank transmissivitytensor,x and y are Ca•esian coord•ates,
S is aquifer storativity,Q• is the strengthof a source/s•k at
location xi, y•, and 8 is the Dirac delta function. These equations can be discret•ed • spaceand t•e and solvednumerically us•g variousmethods,mostcommonly•ite differences
or •ite elements.For situationswith bounda• conditionsat
•ed locationsthe numerical equationscan be manipulated
•to the following matr• equation [see,e.g., Pinder and Gray,
1976], called the state-spaceequation [Brockett, 1970].
dh

dt

- Ah + Cu

(10)

where h is the (n x 1) vectorof piezometricheadsto be solved
for and n is the number of node pointsin the discretizedgrid.
The notation used throughout the paper is that boldface capital letters (e.g., A) indicate matricesand boldface lower case
letters(e.g., h) indicate vectors.The vector u(m x 1) is made
up of boundaryconditions,both Dirichlet and Neumann. A(n
x n) and C(n x n) are coefficientmatricesand functions of

modelparameters,
suchasthe hydraulicconductivity
and specific storage,or the transmissivityand storativity.As discussed
in part 2, thesemodel parametersare not necessarilyidential
to the aquifer properties.The exact form of A and the product
Cu generally depends upon the modeling method implemented (e.g., finite difference,finite element), although cases
do exist, such as some one-dimensional flows, in which the
same A matrix

is used for both finite difference

and finite ele-

ment models. It is also assumedfor the presentpaper that the
state-spaceequation is linear in terms of state. Equations (7)
and (8) fit this model, but (9) requiresthe further specification
that saturatedthicknessat a point remain essentiallyconstant
over time. Many aquifer situationsconformto this restriction.
The state-space
equation(10) specifiesthat the future piezometric head at a node point in the discretizedaquifer domain
is a linear function of the current piezometrichead, the piezometric head at other node points in the domain, and the
boundary conditions.Altogether, the headsare known as the

statevector;they'describethe stateof the system.Solutionof
the time dependentstate-spaceequationis generaflybasedon
a finite difference discretization

of the time derivative.

The re-

sult may be written in matrix notation as a state-transition
equation:

d(K-•-}--O (7)

dx

(8)

h(t + At) = O(t + At, Oh(t) + Gu
(11)

= •h(t) + Gu
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where O(t,•, tl) is the (n x n) statetransitionmatrix [Brockett,
1970]relating the stateat time t,•to the earlier stateat time tl,
ß is the particular transition matrix for the state propagation
from time t to time t + At, sothat ß -- O(t + At, t) and Gu(n x
1) is given by [Brockett, 1970]

Gu--

O(t + At, •')Cu0')d•f t+At

(12)

In this studyit is assumedthat the parametersand boundary
conditions,and consequentlyA and u, are constant over At.
This is actually an assumptionof perfecttemporal correlation
for the boundary conditionsand parameters.Another choice
could conceivably have been made but only at the cost of
greatly complicatingthe analysis.The state-transitionequation (11) saysthat the piezometricheadsat sometime t 4- At
are a linear function of the heads at some earlier time t, and

that a matrix function •, of the parameterscan be formed
which describes the transition of heads from time t to t 4- At.

The headsat timesearlier than t do not affectthe head, h(t 4At), predictedby the equation.For this reason,eachtime step
can be studiedindividually and, often in the following, h(t)
will be referred to as the initial conditionfor h(t + At). The
headsh(t + At) are also a function of boundary conditionsu.
The relationshipis-assumedto be linear and describedby the
matrix function of parameters,G.
The transition matrix •

and the matrix G are a function of
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Taylor'sSeriesExpansionand Vetter Calculus
The methodsof predicting to secondorder the mean, variance, and covarianceof a function require a Taylor seriesexpansion of the function in terms of its uncertain independent
variables.Becauseh(t + At) is a sum of matrix products,and
the matricesare functionsof the numerousmodel parameters,
a specialnotationhelpsto convenientlyexpressthe Taylor expansion.Vetter[1973]has proposeda notationthat allowsthe
manipulationof derivativesof matriceswith respectto matrices.Derivatives of vectorswith respectto vectors,and so on,
are specializationsof his calculus.In addition, Vetter [1973]
has derived the proper form of the Taylor seriesexpansionof
matrices.Becauseof its compactform and the completenessof
the theory as derived by Vetter, his notation will be employed
here. In addition, the calculushas the advantagethat all arrays are either vectorsor matricesand no higher dimensioned
tensorsare required. Becausethe notation will be unfamiliar
to most readers,a basic introduction to the aspectsof Vetter
matrix calculusrequired in this paper is presentedin Appendix A.

The Taylor expansionof a vector, derived by Vetter [1973]'
is

f(Y)
--f(Yo)
+ • •..[Oy,t•f].
(y- yo)
*•'
/•=1

(15)

where f is a vectorfunction of someother vectory, and Yois

the time integrationmethodused.Someof the formsthat may

the valueof y aroundwhichthe expansion
takesplace.[Dy,•,f]

be taken are:

is the kth derivative of f with respectto the transposeof y,
evaluatedat Yo,the prime indicatesmatrix transpose,
and (y -

Explicit

yo)*n is the resultof k Kroneckerproducts(seeAppendixA)

Fully implicit

of (y - Yo)with itself. As a result of Vetter's notation, this
equationlooksvery muchlike the usualTaylor expansionof a
scalar (1). Notice, however, that if f is an n x 1 vector and y

ß = I + AAt

•I• '- (I -- AAt)-l

G -- CAt

(13a)

hasdimension
p x 1,thenDy,•,f hasdimension
n x if' and(y yo)*•' is a if' x 1 vector.Althoughthe notationis compact,the

G = (I - AAt)-•CAt

= •CAt

(13b)

Exponential [Brockett, 1970]

1

ß = I + AAt+ •-A2At
4-.... exp
(AAt)
G=AtI+•-AAt+•-A2At
2+... C

expansioninvolvesmatricesof very large dimension.Even a
secondorder expansioncan involve matricesthat are prohibitively large unlessthe structure of the derivative matricesare
taken into account. Fortunately, the structure of many
groundwaterflow models is such that the derivative matrices
are very sparse,and great computationalsavingscan be obtained. In fact, secondorder estimatescan be computedexactly throughmanipulationof matricesno largerthan the covariance

matrices involved.

To first order the Taylor seriesis

= -A-•[I - exp (AAt)]C

(13c)

where I is an identity matrix of the samedimensionas A (.i.e.,
n x n). Obviously,ß and G may be very nonlinear functions
of A and C, and thus are generallyvery complicatedfunctions
of the parameters.In addition, they depend explicitly on the
time discretization interval, At.

ing the expectedvalue of this, the mean of f is estimated to
first order by

E[f]= {•__l
E[f(•)]+ E[(Dy,f)(y
- •)]
(17)

The steadystate configurationof headsmay be calculated
by letting d h/dt = 0 where 0 is a null vectorof dimension(n
x 1). The resultingmatrix equation is 0 -- Ah 4- Cu, which
yields a steadystatevector of headsdescribedby
hs- Gu

f(y)_l f(Yo)
+ (Dy,f)(y-Yo)
(16)
where
__lsignifies
equals,
toa firstorderapproximation.
Tak-

(14)

where G -- --A-IC. Notice that the steadystateheadsare a
function of the parametersand boundary conditionsbut of
courseare not a functionof initial conditionsor time stepAt.

"- f(9) 4- (Oy,f)E[y-- 9] ---where it has been assumedthat the expansionis around the
expectedvalue of y, Yo= E[y] = 9. Notice that both f(]) and
(Dy,f)are constant.The firstorderestimateof the meanis exactly the value obtained through the application of a traditional deterministicapproach.This estimateof the mean is the
expectedvalue of f conditionalon the expectedvalue of y.
To second order the estimate of the mean f is, under the
same assumption,
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1

E[f(y)l
- i'-, f($)+ (Dy,f)E[y
- •r]q-7I (Dyaf)E[(y
- •),2]

+ • Dbh[(b
--l•)ß(h(t)
- fi(t))]
I

1

(18)

= f($,)
+ •-(Dy,,f)El(y
-

an additional

contribution

ondorderestimateof i•will generallybemoreaccurate
thana
deterministic estimator. However, caution should be exercised
when the difference between first and second order estimates

is significant,as this probably indicatessuchextremenonlinearity that the secondorder estimateis inadequateas well. In
such cases, Monte Carlo simulations or other full distribu-

tional techniquesmay be required.Generally, though,it is expectedthat first order estimateswill be adequate.
The covarianceof f may be approximatedto first order by

Cov(f) = eI(f- b(f-

- a)ß(b- fi)]

1

-3-• Ouh[(11
--fi)* (h(t)
- fi(t))]
1

that

dependson the amount of variation or error that may be expectedto existbetweenthe meanvalueof y and its true value.
This contribution is also a function of the nonlinearity of f
near 9. As the functionf becomesmore nonlinear,the resultof
variationsof y about the mean 9 are likely to be more important. For a highly nonlinear function of y, a first order or 'deterministic'model may yield misleadingresultseven when the
estimateof the independentvariable y is subjectto only small
errors.When y is uncertainor variesabout its mean, the sec-

1

+ O..(u
- a)*z+

where E[(y - 9)'2] is a vectorof the elementsin the covariancematrix of y. The secondorder mean is the expectedvalue
of f conditional on the mean and covarianceof y. Thus the
second order mean includes
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+ •-Dhh[h(t)
--fi(t)]
'2
1

-3-• Dhb
[{h(t)
--fi(t)}
ß(b- fi)]
1

+ • Oh,[(h(t)
- fi(t))
ß(u--fi)]

(20b)

respectively.The operator. signifiesa Kroneckerproduct(see

AppendixA). The•bandG denotethematrices
ß andG evaluated at the expectedvalue of the parameters.Also b is a vector of the uncertain parameters.An abbreviatednotation has
been adoptedin this equation and will be continuedthroughout the paper;that is Db, D., Dh are definedto be the derivative or sensitivitymatrices of h(t + At) with respectto the
transposeof the parametersb', the boundary conditionsu',
and the initial conditionsh'(t). The secondderivativesofh(t +
At) with respectto parameters,boundary conditions,and initial conditionsare denoted by D matriceswith double subscripts.All of these derivative matricesare evaluated at the

expected
valuesof b, u, andh(t),i.e.,b, fi, fi(t).A discussion
of

E[ + (Oy,f)(y
- -

+ (Oy,f)(y
- -

-- E[(Dy,f)(y-- •r)(y- •)'(Dy,f)']

']
(19)

= (Dy,f)E[(y- •)(y -- •)](Oy,Ot

the variousD matricesaboveis presentedin Appendix B (first
derivatives)and Appendix C (secondderivatives).
Taking the expectedvalueof (20a) and (20b) yieldsfirst and
secondorder estimatesof the mean of h(t + At):

/•(t+ At)• ß fi(t)+ G fi

-- (Oy,0 Cov (y)(Oy,f)'

with Cov(y) thecovariance
of y and(Dy,f)evaluatedat the expectedvalue of y. Notice that the covarianceof f is a function
of the uncertaintyor variability of y, and the sensitivityof f to
y in the neighborhoodof 9. Thus any elementsof f that are insensitiveto y will be little affectedby uncertaintyin y. Alternatively, if y is known very well (i.e., small covariances),then
f will have small covariances
unlessf is very sensitiveto y.
Estimateof the First Moment of PiezometricHead
for TransientFlow

Applying first and secondorder Taylor seriesexpansionsto
numerical solutionof the state-transitionequation for piezometric headsin an aquifer (11) yields

h(t+ At)&•bfi(t)+ Gfi+ Db(b- fi)
+ Du(u- fi) + Dh[h(t)- fi(t)]
and

(21a)

and
1

/•(t+At)__.2
•bfi(t)
+(]fi+ •-DbbE[(b
--•).2]
+ DbhE[(b
-- fi) ß (h(t)- !i(t))]

(2lb)

The secondorder mean above was derived under the assumption that the boundary conditionsu and the parametersb are
uncorrelated.It wasalsonoticedthat h(t + At) is a linear function of both u and h(t), and thus Dhh,D,,, D,h, and Dr, are
null matrices.Finally, use is made of the fact that the second
order contribution

1/2 DbhE[(b
-- •) ß(h(t)- fi(t))]
is equal to

(20a)

1/2 OhbE[(h(t)
- fi(t))ß (b- fi)]

tosimplify
theformofthesecond
orde•
mean;
thus
thefourth

h(t+ At)&•bfi(t)
+ Gfi+ Db(b-fi)+ Da(u-fi)
1

+ Dh[h(t)
--fi(t)]
+ •-Dbb(b
--6)*2
1

+ • Oba[(b
- b)ß(u- fi)]

term in (2 lb) is the sum of the two contributions.
Examination of (2lb) revealsthat the secondorder contributionsto the mean are only due to parameteruncertainty or
variability; this is becausethe equationsof a numericalmodel
of groundwaterflow are generally nonlinear in their parameters,suchas hydraulic conductivity.For this reasona deterministicmodel may be expectedto yield inaccurateresultsin the
presenceof parameter uncertainty, unlessspecial measures
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are taken in fitting the parameters to obtain a 'best' model
performance.A simpleapplicationof expectedvaluesmay be
inadequate.
Variations of the boundary conditionsu around their expectedvaluesdo not affecthigher order estimatesof the mean
heads.In applyinga numericalmodelto a systemwith no uncertainty in parameters, such as transmissivitiesor permeabilities,a deterministicestimateof the mean piezometric
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Phb(t+ At)-- E[(h(t)- fi(t))Co
- l•)'l

& E[{DbCo
- fi)+ Du(u- •) + Dh(h(t)
- fi(t))}
(23)

{b- fi}'l
-- DbPb+ DhPhb(t)
and

heads is sufficient.

Phu(tq- At)-----DuPu+ D•P•u(0

Estimateof the SecondMoment of PiezometricHead
for TransientFlow
The first order estimate of the covariance of heads at time
t + Atis

Ph(t
+ At)& E({Db(b
- fi)+ Du(U
- fi)+ Dh(h(t)
- fi(t))}
{DbCo
- •) + Du(u- fi) + Dh(h(t)- fi(t))}')
-- DbPbDb'
+ DbPbh(t)Dh'
+ DuPuDu'

(22)

where Pubis again assumedequal to a null matrix. The parameter and boundary condition covariancesare not a function of time as a result of the assumptionthroughoutthis paper that b and u are constantin time.
Estimatesof First and SecondMoments
for SteadyFlow

If the boundary conditionsare specifiedsuch that the expectedvalue of the predictedheadsapproachesa steadystate
value, then so too will the covariancematrix. The steadystate
approachedby the headsis givento firstand secondorderby

q-DuPuh(t)Dh'
q-DhPhb(t)Db'q-DhPhu(t)Du'
+ DhPh(t)Dh'

with Py(t) deftnedto be the covariance
matrixof the vectory
at time t and Pyz(t)equalto the cross-covariance
matrix of y
and z. By definition,Pyz--' Pzy'.The derivativematricesD•

andDuareequalto ß andG, respectively,
asshownin Ap-

(24)

hs& Gfi+ Ob(b-- I•) + Ou(u- fi)

(25a)

and
1

hs
• (]fi+Db(b
- li)+Du(u
- fi)+ •-DbuI(b
- I•),(u
- fi)l
I

1

pendixB. To keepthisexpression
for Ph(t+ At) simple,it has
been assumedthat the parametersand boundaryconditions

+ •-Dub[(u
--fi),(b
- li)]+ •-Dbb[(b
--1•)'21

are uncorrelated; .i.e.,

where the D matrices,in this case,denotederivativesof hsand
where it has been noted that Duuis a null matrix. Taking the
expectedvalue of thesetwo equationsyields first and second
order estimatesof the steadystate mean:

Pbu---E[(b- fi)(u- fly]= 0
is a null matrix. Becausethe matrix productDD' for any real

matrix D is positive semidefinite, the first order estimate of
fis-- E[hs]
& GO+
P•(t + At) always meetsthe requirementthat all covariance
and
matricesbe positivesemidefinite.
DD' is a diagonalmatrix for only a small classof matrices

D, suggesting
that the covariancematrix P•(t + At) will not
generally be a diagonal matrix even when Pu, Pb, etc., are;
that is, the elementsof h(t + At) will often be correlatedeven
when u, b, and h(t) are not. On the other hand, if the D matricesare diagonal,then Ph(t + At) assumesa correlationstructure that is similarto the correlationof the uncertainproper-

(25b)

DbE[b- fi] + DuE[u- fi] = GO (26a)
1

fis
:---Gfi
+ • DbbE[(b
- •)'21

(26b)

when it is assumedthat b and u are uncorrelated. Notice that,

as in the caseof transientheadsh(t + At), the first order mean
is the same as a deterministicprediction, while the secondorder mean includes contributions due to parameter uncertiesat timet. Thusthe covariance
matrixP•(t + At) is affected tainty. The steadystatevalue that the covarianceof headsapby two importantlength scales:(1) the correlationlength of proachesis given to first order by
the uncertainpropertiesat time t and (2) the distanceover

which the headsare sensitiveto spatiallydistributedparameters.The two 'lengthscales'interactso that generallyPh(t +
At) is correlatedover longerdistances
than the uncertainparameters, etc.

Cov(hs)-- Ph(s)= E[(hs- ils)' (hs-

&DbPbDb'
+ DuPuDu'

(27)

The steadystatecovarianceof piezometricheadsis a function

Experienceshowsthat in mostcases,P•(t q- At) is greater only of uncertainty in parametersand boundary conditions
than P•(t), in the absenceof measurements.
Thusastime pro- and does not depend on uncertaintiesin the head prior to
that the contribution
ceeds,uncertaintyregardingthe piezometricheadsin an aqui- achievingthe steadystate.This suggests
fer growsat a rate which dependson the sensitivityof h(t q- of initial conditionuncertaintybecomeslessimportantastime
At) to the parameters,boundaryconditions,and initial condi- passes.The steadystatecovariancescan be obtainedby allowtions, and dependson the amount of uncertaintyin each. ing the secondterms in (23) and (24) to vanish as the initial
When the derivative matrices or covariance matrices contain
conditionsceaseto contributeto head uncertainty.
largenumbers(high sensitivities
or uncertainties),
the increase
Comments
in uncertaintyat each time stepcan be significant.
The cross-covariance
matricesin (22) propagatewith each
As longasthenumericalsolutionmethodfor steadystateof
time step as follows'
transientpiezometricheadscan be conceivedin a state-space
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form, A and ß matricescan be derivedor approximated.A

total computationalrequirementsfor Monte Carlo simulation

Vetter-Taylor seriesexpansionbasedon exact derivativescan
be used to yield first and secondorder head estimates. Although computationallyburdensome,the derivative matrices
can also be found through numerical methodsif exact methodsare prohibitedby an excessively
complicatedmodel structure. Numerical derivativesshouldbe avoidedif possiblesince
the advantageof the well-orderedsparcityof the derivative

to O(mn
• + p3..[.mp2)or O(mn3+ p3..[.mp2)depending
onthe

matrices(especiallythe secondderivatives)would be difficult
to capturein an approachbasedon approximatederivatives.
The resultsderivedin this sectionare quite general,since
no specificationhas been made of the structureof A, C, and u,
or the time integration schemeused, i.e., the form of the ß
and G matrices.In AppendicesB and C, equationsfor the derivativesof h(t + At) requiredin the aboveanalysisare presented.Althoughseveralof the formulasin thoseappendices
depend on the precisemodel formulation, this does not indicate any real limitation of the analysisdescribedabove.
COMPUTATIONAL

BURDEN

AND SECOND ORDER

OF FIRST

ANALYSES

Computationally, the analysis describedabove is considerably more burdensomethan a simpledeterministicsolution
for the piezometricheads.If a full matrix inversionis performedto solvefor the steadystateheads(14), then the num-

deterministicsolutionschemeemployed.
On the basisof theseroughestimates
of computational
requirements,first order analysiswill usuallybe muchlessex-

pensivethan Monte Carlo simulationfor large problems
where analytical solutionsdo not exist. If it is assumedthat

both methodsemploythe samematrix inversionscheme,then
the ratio of first order analysisto Monte Carlo simulation
computationalrequirementsis roughly

(2k• + 1)n3
k3n3 + mk•n • + mn 3

withp • kn asabove.Whenk • I andm issmallcompared
to
n, thisratiois 3/(1 + m), whichis a verysmallnumber.When
m = n, the ratio becomes3/(2 + m), still a smallnumber.On
the other hand, if all of the matrix inversions are carried out

taking advantageof the band structureof the coefficientma-

trices,the ratiocanbe recomputed,
leavingMonte Carlo simulation in a betterpositionfor mostgrid systems.
The ratio
may be estimatedat approximately
2k•n 3

mn • + k3n3 + mn•k •

ber of multiplications
and divisionsis of ordern3 (n equalto
the numberof nodes)with mostof the burdenarisingin the

whichreducesto 2n/(2m + n) whenk • 1. Thusthe ratio is 2

formation of the G matrix. If the banded nature of the coeffi-

Comparisonof the computationalrequirements
of first order analysisand Monte Carlo simulationis very tricky since
the two methodsmay be designed
to returnvery differentin-

cientmatricesis taken into account,greatcomputationalsavingscan be obtained,reducingthe completedeterministicso-

when m << n and 2/3 when m • n.

formation and sincethe computationalburden is distributed
differently. For instance,the estimatesabove all assumethat
the
first order analysisreturnsthe full head covariancematrix.
first or secondorder analysisis to be applied.Equation(27)
for the headcovariancerepresents
0(2nœ
• + 2nr2) additional Implicitly it has been assumedthat the Monte Carlo simula-

lutionto O(n2)multiplications
for a squaregrid[Dahlquist
and
Bjorck, 1974]. The matrix inversion must be carried out if a

operations,
whereœis the numberof uncertainparametersdescribingaquifer propertiesand r is the number of uncertain
boundaryconditions.In a one-dimensional
flow problem,n =

œandn >>r, implyingO(2n3)additionaloperations,
or O(3n3)

tionsreturnedonly the meanand variances,
havingneglected
the additionalO(mn2)operations
requiredto evaluatethe correlationsof the Monte Carlo head results.If only the head
varianceswererequiredof a firstorderanalysis,nearlyhalf of

the multiplicationsin (27) could be avoided.This would shift
total operations.For two-dimensional
flowsœ• kn, wherek =
favor.
2 for the !ink hydraulic conductivitiesin the finite difference all of the ratiosaboveevenmorein firstorderanalyses
More
importantly
the
number
of
multiplications
in
the
first
solutionof part 2, and k < 1 for somefinite elementmodels;
thusoperations
total O[(2k• + l)n3].A secondorderanalysis orderanalysiscan be greatlyreducedby takingadvantageof
assuming
zerocorrelationfor paramof the mean can be enormouslyburdensome.However,if the thecorrelationstructure,
simple and sparsestructureof the Dbbmatrix is taken into ac- eterspoorly correlated,and banding the covariancematrix.
count in (26b), the operationsmay add only an additional Finally, firstorderanalysisexplicitlyprovidessensitivitymatricesD, which are very usefulin designingdata collection
0(3nœ
•) steps.
Comparethis to a Monte Carlo simulationwhichrequires programsand in the solutionof the inverseproblem[Wilsonet
the solutionof a largenumberof matrixequations(14), thus al., 1978; Wilsonand Dettinger,1978].
Note that secondorderanalysisandnonsteady
statefirstorrequitingfrom O(mn•) to O(mn3) computational
steps,where
m is the numberof simulations
(usuallyin the hundreds)re- der analysisof largenumericalmodelsare not usuallyas ecoquiredto obtainstatistically
meaningfulresults.An important nomicalas the steadystatefirstorderanalysisjust described.
additionalburdenis the generationof the randomparameters.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The procedure,
outlinedby SmithandFreeze[1979]or Wilson
[1979]for generatingspatiallycorrelatedparametersappears
The first and secondorder analysesof numericalmodels
to requireat leastone inversionor decomposition
of a matrix presentedin this paper can be used in examininga broad
describingthe interrelationship
of the parameters.The matrix rangeof groundwaterflow problemswith manydifferentgrid
chosenby Smithand Freezeis relativelysimple,but morere- geometries,aquiferpropertiesand boundaryconditions.Hoalistic correlationstructuresrequire full covariancematrices mogeneous
or nonhomogeneous,
isotropicor anisotropic,unito be decomposed
[Wilson,1979].The resultof thisdecompo- formor spatiallyvaryingparameters
andboundaryconditions
sitionmustthen be multipliedby one vectorofœ randomde- can be studiedthroughthe properchoiceof covariancematriviatesfor eachof the m simulations.
Thesetwo stepsrequire ces.Thus the analysispresentsa useful alternativeor com.

O(p3) and O(mœ
•) multiplications,
respectively,
bringingthe

plement to Monte Carlo methods, in studiesof the effectsof
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information uncertainty and/or intrinsic variability

on

groundwaterflow and piezometrichead predictions.
The derivation presentedis limited to systemswith boundary conditionsand aquifer propertiesthat are statisticallyun-
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order analysisdue to the Taylor seriesapproximation;lossof
accuracywith Monte Carlo simulation due to a limited number of simulation experiments.
9. First and secondorder analysisexplicitly providessen-

correlated with each other and in time. As noted earlier, this

sitivitymatricesD whichare very usefulin the designand op-

does not indicate a true restrictionof the technique,rather it
representsa simplificationby the authorsin the interestsof
clarity. The resultshave also been limited to numerical models that can be conceivedas state-spacemodels,i.e., linear in
the state or piezometricheads, and cast in the form of (10).
Again this equation is simply chosenas a good example since
it is sufficiently general to describe many numerical model
structures.First and secondorder analysesare also applicable
to other model formulations,althoughmodelsthat are highly
nonlinear in the state must be regarded cautiously.Finally,
model error is not included in the resultsabove, although it

eration of data collectionsystemsand operations[Wilson et
al., 1978; Wilsonand Dettinger, 1978].
Application of the resultspresentedabove to a particular
numerical model makes it possibleto develop more concrete

could be if the error statistics were known.

Within the framework of these assumptions,first and second order analysis leads to a number of generalities con-

cerninguncertaintyaboutpiez0metricheads'predictions:
1. To first order, the expectedvalue of piezometricheads
will be identical to the headspredictedby deterministicmeth-

conclusions.
Suchan applicationis the basisfor the results
presentedin part 2.
The analysispresentedhere is restricted.It requires,in most
valid applications,that the variability or varianceof the system parametersor propertiesbe relatively small; the coefficient of variation of the driving uncertaintiesshouldbe a fraction of one. Another restriction,more practicallybased,may
ariseas a resultof the computationalburden, which is considerably larger than that imposedby a simple deterministicsolution. Yet the added reliability information gained in this
analysisstronglyrecommendsit for application.This will be
especiallytrue as array processorsand other computertechnologiesprogressand erode the costof matrix manipulation.

ods.

2. Uncertainty in these head levels, as measuredby the
variance of a prediction or estimate,is a function both of the
amount of uncertaintyconcerningaquifer parameters,and of
the sensitivityof the headsto thesesameparameters.
3. An improved estimate of the heads, as achieved
through a secondorder analysis,may differ from the first order estimateif there is important uncertainty concerningparametersof the aquifer that enter the predictionsof head in a
nonlinear fashion. Examples of such parameters are transmissivityand storativityor hydraulicconductivityand specific
storage coefficient. In a state-spaceformulation, boundary
and initial conditionsenter predictionslinearly and the correspondinguncertaintiesdo not affect secondand higher order
estimates.

4. Uncertainty of the sygtemstate generally varies with
time, increasingor decreasingas the aquifer systemmoves
into states that are more or less sensitive to the sources of un-

certainty.The assumptionthat the statisticsof boundary conditions and aquifer propertiesare constantin time, eliminates
the possibility that sourcesof uncertainty vary in time, although this assumptionis not necessaryto the method of
analysis.
5. As the expectedvalue of the headsapproachesa steady
state, the uncertainty of the head prediction approachesa
steadystateof its own. If the state approachedby the heads is
independent of any initial conditions,then the head uncertainty will be independentof initial conditionsand initial condition uncertainty as well.
6. The first and secondorder analysisprocedurecan be
applied to nonlinear systemswith 'reasonablysmall' coefficientsof variation. Part 2 will demonstratethat many field sit-

APPENDIX

This appendix presentsan introduction to Vetter calculus.
Definitions of matrix derivative operationsare given, as well
as the identitiesthat are most important in carrying out the
analysessuggestedin this paper.
Any explanation of Vetter's matrix calculusmust begin
with a definition of the Kronecker product. getter's [1970,
1971, 1973] matrix calculus is related to and usesa notation
that is similar in form. The Kronecker or outer product may
be illustrated as follows [Bellman, 1960]:

A * B--

all
a: •

a::

b• b•2b13

a•:b!•a•:b•:a•:b•31
- Ial•b•
a•lb•:
a•b•3
ae2
b• a::b•: a:2b•3J
a21b•

a:• b,:

a:• b13

where A is a 2 x 2 matrix, B a 1 x 3 matrix, and the operator

ß signifies
Kroneckerproduct.In general,A ß B, with A and B
of dimensionn x p and q x r, respectively,is an nq x pr ma-

trix madeup of n x p submatrices,
eachequalto auB.Notice
that the matricesinvolved in the Kronecker product need not

have complementing
dimensionsas in the more commoninher matrix product[Bellman,1960;Brockett,1970].
Vetter's definition of the derivative of the matrix B(q x r)
with respectto the matrix A(n x p) is an nq x pr matrix composedof n x p submatrices,
eachequalto OB/Oai•.
The deriva-

tiveOB?Oai•
isdefinedin theusualway,asa q x r matrixof the
partial derivativesof eachelementof B with respectto a•.
0B

uations meet this constraint.

7. Two length scalesof the aquifer affectpiezometrichead
uncertainty:the length over which aquifer propertiesare correlated and the length at which headsare still sensitiveto parameter variation or variability. These two interact so that in
general heads are correlated over a considerablylonger distance than the aquifer properties.
8. First and secondorder analysisis usuallymuch lessexpensiveto apply than Monte Carlo simulation. The trade-off
is costand accuracy,i.e., lossof accuracywith first and second

A

0B

0B

-

.oo

Oa
OB
OB

OB

Oae

OA

OB '

OanI

OB

Oan2

OB

Oanp_
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In this paper, Vetter'snotationfor the derivativeis used,i.e.,
0B/0A = DAB.

Several identities are helpful in carrying out the first and
secondorder analysispresentedin this paper. The more important of theseare listedbelow.Notice that all of the identities follow directly from application of the definitionsof the
matrix operationsinvolved.
For the purposesof this paper, the most important identity
for the Kronecker product is

ß CO = (A ß

ß D)
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tion of B, then the following matfix calculus'chain rule' applies.
DaA = IDa(cs C)' ß Im](I! * OcscA)

(A6)

where A is an rn x n matfix, B is a k x I matrix, and

el

(AI)

cs C -'

The derivative of a vector with respectto its transposeis a
particularly simplerelation:

Dyy' = I.

(A2)

with y an n x I vector, the prime signifying the transposeof
the vectorand I, equal to an n x n identity matrix. This is not
equal to

which is an nœx I vector made up of the columnsof the matrix C.

With the definitionsand identitiesin this appendix,the der-

ivations
indicated
in thispapercanbeobtained
foranystatespace model of groundwater flow. Additional relationships
can be arrived at through constructionor found in the work of
Vetter [1970, 1973] and Brewer [1977].
APPENDIX

Dyy= csI• =

an n'- x I vectormade up of the columnsof the identity matfix In. Note that cs standsfor the term column string. The derivatives of a matrix with respectto its transposeand with respect to itself are somewhatmore complicated and can be
found in Vetter [1973].
The derivativesof matfix inner productsare

Da(AC) -- (DaA)(I/.

C) + (L, * A) DaC

(A3)

B

First derivativesof h(t + At) with respectto parametersand
boundaryand initial conditionsare requiredin a first and second order analysisof the numerical groundwaterflow model.
The forms of thesederivativesare presentedin this appendix.
The form of the derivativesdependson the particular solution method applied. The derivativesof explicit, implicit, and
steadystatesolutionsfor the headshave been derived and are
the forms presentedhere
Becausethe state-spaceequation for the heads is linear in
terms of the initial conditionsh(t) and the boundary conditions u, the derivativesof h(t + At) with respectto h(t) and u
are easily found. The derivative of h(t + At) with respectto

theinitialconditions
h'(t) canbe foundusingidentity(A3),
awh(t + At) = Dh = ah,[{l}h(t)+ Gu] = ah,[{l}h(t)]

and

--(Dh,•)[In * h(t)] + •[Dh,h(t)]

rn X n
Da(A ß C) = (DaA) ß C + (L,* ."-•
m•.

[(DaC), A](I•, EnxfX")

(A4)

where B is a k x I matrix, A an m x n matfix, and C an n x œ.
The matfix -mm-%,'•
my.Xp •,xmwhich alsoappearsin AppendixC, is defined as a matrix made up of rn rows and p columnsof submatrices each with dimensionp x rn. The ijth submatflx is a

matfixof zeroeswith a onein the (j,0th clement.ThusE2x22X2
I

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

I

(B!)

Notice that •'•
l•mX p pXmhas dimension mp x mp and that each
row and column hasonly a singlenonzeroelement.The derivative of a matrix inversewith respectto a vector is

for transientsolutions,with n equal to the number of elements
in h, and identicallyzero (a null matfix) for a steadystateso-

lution.Similarly,thederivative
withrespect
to the boundary
conditions

u' is

Du,(t + At) = Du -- G

(B2)

for transient and steady state solutions.
The matrices ß and G are complicated functions of the

modelparameters
butrelativelysimplefunctions
of thecoefficient matrices A and C. In turn, these coefficient matrices are

simple functionsof the parameters.The exact relationshiPof
ß to A, etc., is dependentupon the time integration scheme;
consequentlyø
the derivativeswith respectto parametersmust

be derivedseparately
for eachscheme.

The transitionmatrix • for the explicitscheme(13a) is linear in A and thus the derivativehas a simpleform. If there are
(A5) p uncertain or stochasticparameters,b•, i = 1, .--,.p, then the
Db,(A-m)---(A-m)(Db,A)(Ipß A-m)
derivativeof the vectorsof headsat time t + At, h(t + At), with
with b' a I x œvector.This relation may be proved by taking
respectto the vectorof parametersb' is, using(A3), (11), and
the derivativeof the constantmatfix, In --- AA-' with respect
(13a),
to b', followed by some algebra.
Finally, if A(C) is a function of C which in turn is a funcDb,h(t+ At) = Db '- (Db,AAt)[Ivß h(t)] + Db,(CuAt) (B3)
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Ubh'-- Db,AAt

for theexplicitformulationwhereIpisap x p identitymatrix.

(C2)

The matricesß and G for an implicit scheme,aswell asthe The derivativewith respectto parametersand boundaryconG matrixfor a steadystateprediction,arefunctionsof inverse ditionsmay be derivedin an analogousmanner.
matrices(see(13b)and (14)).Applyingidentity(A5) leadsto
The secondderivative of head predictionswith respectto
the derivatives

parameters
b' is morecomplicated.
Whenan explicittimeintegrationscheme
is implemented,
thenusing(A3) the deriva-

Db-- •(Db,AAt)[l•,ß (•h(t) + Gu)] + •(Db,CuAt)

= •[(D•, nat) {I• ß h(t + At)} + D•,CuAt]

tive is

(B4)

for an implicitschemefor h(t + At), and

Db- G(Db,A)(I•,
* hs)+ (-A-•)(Db,Cu)

(B5)

Db,b,(ht+at)
'&'D• = (Db,b,AAt)[lpp
ß h(t)] + (Db,b,Cll•t) (C3)

where
I• isap2xp2identity
matrix,
D•,b,AAt
isthe
second
de-

rivative of AAt with respect to the parameters b', and
Db,b,CUAt
is definedanalogously.
for a steadystatemodel.
The
steady
stateandimplicitschemefirstandsecond
derivBecause
thecoefficients
of matrices
A andC depend
onthe
This is dueto theirsimilar
modelstructure(i.e., finite difference,finiteelement)usedto ativeshaveverysimilarstructures.
on inversematrixfunctionsof A. For an implicit
describethe aquifer,the derivativeof thesematriceswith re- dependence
scheme,
the
second
derivativeswith respectto the parameters
spectto the modelparameters
mustbe obtainedfor the specific numerical model, discretization and parameterization

chosenin an application.Thereforea lengthydescription
of
particularcaseswill not be presented
here.However,an exampleapplication
will be presented
in part 2.
The calculationof the derivativesof A and C is generallyno
moredifficultthan calculatingand fillingthe coefficient
matri-

are

Dbb=

{(Db,AAt)(lp
ßDb)+ (Db,AAt)E,x."X'(Db
* lp)
+ (Db,b,AAt)[lp
* h(t + At)]+ Db,b,CuAt}

(C4)

and for a steady state

Dbb= G(DwA)(I•ß Db)+ G(DwA)E•xnnXp[(Db),
l•]

ces themselves! Products of the form

+ G(DwwA)(Ipp
* hs)- A-' (Db,b,Ct!At)

(Db,AAt)([,,!)

(C5)

where! is somevector(n x 1) with n equalto the numberof
elementsin the solutionvectorh(t + At), appearin both the

usingidentities(A3)-(A5) andwhereEexn
"Xpis definedin Ap-

first derivativesabove and the secondderivativesin Appendix

andbisp

pendixA, the solution
vectorh(t + At) is n x 1 dimensional
x 1.

C. Theseproductshavedimensionn x p, and can be filled
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